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     Province Officers

Seneschal :

    Arianna Stefana Falconi                  
                                                 aka Stephine Sitzes,                                                   

email: stephehawk@yahoo.com

Herald :

 Avaline la Chevriere aka Shari Cook,   

email: avaline_2005@yahoo.com

    

Exchequer :

                             Ibrihim ibn Da’ud ibn Selim aka Dave Sitzes                     
email: daveismdave@yahoo.com

    

Arts & Sciences Minister :

 Helena de Navarra aka Amber Everson

Historian :

                                     Rivka bat David aka Randi Reed,
email: ladydreamer9@gmail.com

    Chronicler : 

                             Aine ingen in Gobhann aka Suzie Daniel, 
email: aine.gobhann@gmail.com

Chatelaine: 

Alina nic an Bhaird aka Glenda Burrell 
email: alinalady@aol.com

    

 Webminister : 

    Thorkel Gunnarson 

        Email: webminister@lagerdamm.org
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    Equestrian Marshal :
 
Helena de Navarre aka Amber Everson
   

   

Knights Marshal - Heavy : 

Baron James Cooke the Sinister/ 
Jimmy Cook

Fighter Practice – Every Tuesday

  Location: UCA campus at Short Denny Hall next to the Student Center
   
  Time: Approximately 6:30PM-8PM
   
  See the Shire Lagerdamm Facebook page for updates on status of the 
fighter practice.
    
 Parking is best behind the health center or physical plant. You can park in 
yellow areas (faculty) after 4:30pm.

Marshal - Rapier : 

Emeric de Zara / Neal Zeman

Walter Fitz Alen/ Scott Stewart

Gleann Abhann Northern Regional Equestrian Practice

251 Dogwood Lane, Austin AR 72007

October 19, 2019
November 30, 2019
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https://www.facebook.com/events/735450573478368/?acontext=%7B%22source%22%3A4%2C%22action_history%22%3A%22null%22%7D&source=4&action_history=null&ref=4


Province Facebook Page

      https://www.facebook.com/ShireLagerdamm/

  Business Meeting – Second Sunday of the month

Location: Faulkner County Library, usually in one of the big meeting 
rooms on the west (left) side of the library.
 
          Time: Approximately 1:30PM-4PM

Shire Website

    www.lagerdamm.org/
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Arts and Sciences:
Usually third Saturday of the month

Our "Arts & Sciences" are the crafts, skills, and 
technologies from the time period and cultures that the 
SCA covers. Participants research, study, and practice 
these skills and then share their results with others. You 
will see them in use and on display at our events - the 
recipes used for a feast, the armor worn in combat, the 
scrolls presented in Court, and the costumes (garb) we 
wear, just to name a few.

For research on particular time periods and countries, visit the Research and Resources page.

SCA Kingdom Arts & Sciences pages and Kingdom A&S contacts 

  

Arts and Sciences of the Middle Ages and Renaissance

  

Kingdom of Atlantia's Arts and Sciences page

  

Stephan's Florilegium

An extensive collection of files on various SCA-related topics, collected from postings to SCA 
newsgroups and mailing lists, plus articles submitted by their authors

  

Publications of Interest to SCA participants

Over 45 publications on varying topics, including archery, heraldry, cooking, brewing, bardic arts, 
dance, and more

  

Mailing List for SCA Arts and Sciences

Covers Arts and Sciences in the SCA, with an emphasis on Old World, pre-1601 recreation. 
Encourages sharing information about resources and projects, discussing ways to promote the arts 
and sciences on local and kingdom levels, and information sharing across the Known World.
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https://www.sca.org/links/misc.html
https://www.sca.org/officers/arts/#directory
https://www.sca.org/goodbye.cgi?url=http://www.pbm.com/~lindahl/arts_and_sciences.html
http://moas.atlantia.sca.org/wsnlinks/
https://www.sca.org/goodbye.cgi?url=http://www.florilegium.org/
https://www.sca.org/goodbye.cgi?url=http://www.pbm.com/~lindahl/publications.html
https://www.sca.org/goodbye.cgi?url=http://lists.gallowglass.org/mailman/listinfo/artssciences


Coming Events October





Coming Events November

Gleann Abhann Fall Crown List

November 8 @ 5:00 pm - November 10 @ 10:00 am

Piersol Group Camp, Meeman-Shelby Forest State Park, 910 Riddick Road 

Millington, TN 38053 United States 

Heraldic Havoc
  Presented by the Shire of Loch Bais – 

November 15 - 17, 2019
      Lake Bistineau State Park, 
103 State Park Rd, Doyline, LA, 71055

Featuring the Kingdom Heraldic and Scribal Symposium
For more info visit: www.lochbais.org/event or monitor the event 
page on Facebook
Activities include: Heavy Tourney (TOC Qualifier), Live 
Weapons, Shire Sentinel and
Warden Competitions, Heraldic Competition, and both Heraldic 
and Scribal Classes



From the desk of the Chronicler:

So as of September 21, it is official.  As was read into Their 
Majesties Court at Kingdom A&S, The Shire of Lagerdamm is no 
more, from that day forward we will be know as the Province of 
Lagerdamm.  

So what is a province you may ask and we have been asked several 
times.  According to the SCA,  “Baronies and provinces are large 
branches within and subject to the administration of a Kingdom (and 
Principality, if any). They are alike in status and in the ability to 
administer other branches within their borders, but differ in that 
baronies possess ceremonial representatives appointed by the 
Crown and therefore have the ability to administer Baronial awards, 
while provinces do not”

So how does this change Lagerdamm, it really doesn’t.  We will 
continue being our awesome selves, only now in the name change, 
we have been recognized for the work we have done and will 
continue to do. 



I asked our Knight’s Marshal if he would give me a letter 
to put in this issue of the WaterSpark, So he did.  This is 
the letter he gave me.

So, I want to thank our Awesomely, Adventurous, Athletic, 
Agile, Marshal, Sir Alfrikr Rikkson, for giving me this Amazing, 
Admirable, Adorable letter.
           
 Since writing this missive unfortunately our Dear Alfrick has had 
life happen and now is Absent from our mist.  We hope to have 
him back with us soon. 
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From the desk of the Chronicler: continue
      



A common complaint I hear from other artists in the SCA is how much they hate 
documentation. Why then do we have to document in the SCA? The first line of the 
Organizational Handbook for the Society for Creative Anachronism states, “...SCA, 
Society is a 501(c)3 Educational Not-for-Profit organization devoted to the study of 
the Middle Ages and Renaissance.”

Documentation proves to our creative selves that we are creating based upon 
historical constraints and concepts. And, that we are creating in a period manner 
when applicable. Should there be plans to repeat any process additional times it is 
important to document what was done. If a record is created, a process is followed 
and everything works, then it is repeatable. If things fail, well it will aid in identifying 
the point that caused the failure and correct the problem.

Research allows us to dialog with others of similar interest as to what we have 
uncovered about the art in the time and culture we work within.

Presenting what we found out about art during our research in a clear and 
understandable way informs others that we have studied the culture and time period 
to re-create, as best we can, art as it was done centuries ago.

With regards to the start of this post, that first statement, documentation allows us to 
maintain our standing as an educational not-for-profit. I bet you didn’t realize that your 
efforts contributed to the organization staying in good standing with the government.

How does one start to document a project? No matter the art form, start with what 
inspired you? Was it a painting? Was it a suit of armor in a museum? Was it that 
banana peel found in a junk pile outside of London? Documentation starts with those 
simple thoughts.

The next step is to draw on natural curiosity and ask how was that done? Where did 
that come from? Who would have used it? How would it have been used?

While seeking answer to the litany of questions swimming around, keep a notebook, 
or notecards to write down what is uncovered. And, make sure to write down where 
the information is found, the name of the book, author, copyright, etc. Whether a 
competition is in the future or not, it may help to go back and reinforce the knowledge 
or add to the understanding. It never fails that one thread of knowledge leads to 
another and then another making for a richer understanding.

 Used by permission of Master Rowland Addison Carrick / Robert A. Rubow

Why Document?
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We have talked about more Pageantry at our events and have 
scheduled making banners at an A&S.  So what does this entail? 
What kind of banners, flags, pendents do we want.  I know some of 
our group have these things already but what of us that don’t? Do 
you know what you want? What do we put on them? There are quite 
a few questions that need answers to.  So I am going to try give 
some explanations to help us answer these.

Banners and Flags in Medieval Times

Banner -A banner is a square or oblong flag emblazoned with the 
arms (i.e. the devices which appear on the shield, though not the 
shield itself and never the crest and its appendages). This was the 
principal personal flag used throughout the Middle Ages by the 
nobility down to the knights banneret. 



Standard - The heraldic standard appeared about the middle of 
the fourteenth century, and was in general use by persons of high 
rank in the two following centuries. The standard appears to have 
been adopted for the special purpose of displaying badges. A 
standard is not rectangular: it tapers, usually from 4 feet down to 
2 feet, and the extremity is sometimes swallow-tailed, and 
sometimes rounded

Pennon - The pennon is a small elongated flag, either pointed 
or swallow-tailed (when swallow-tailed it may be described as a 
banderole. It was charged with the heraldic badge or some 
other armorial ensign of the owner, and displayed on his own 
lance, as a personal ensign. The pennoncelle was a 
modification of the pennon

Gonfalon – The gonfalon, gonfanon,  is a type of heraldic flag 
or banner, often pointed, swallow-tailed, or with several 
streamers, and suspended from a crossbar in an identical 
manner to the ancient Roman vexillum. The difference between 
a gonfanon with long tails and a standard is that a gonfanon 
displays the device on the non-tailed area, and the standard 
displays badges down the whole length of the flag. A gonfalon 
can include a badge or coat of arms, or decoration.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heraldic_flag

What do you want on your banner? Just about anything heraldic 
can be placed on a banner.  Do you want to say what kingdom your 
from, what local group, your peerage, or just your own device or 
badge? You can pick and choose what you place on the banner or 
standard depending on how large you want it to be, also where you 
want to display it. Most have at least their own device or badge.  
Start by drawing it out on paper before you commit to the silk. 

THL Aine ingen in Gobhann
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"This is the October-November, 2019 WaterSpark, a publication of the 
Province of Lagerdamm, Kingdom of Gleann Abhann, of the Society for 
Creative Anachronism, Inc. (SCA, Inc).  The WaterSpark is available from 
Suzanne Daniel, 146 Lamar Rd. Clinton, AR 72031.  It is not a corporate 
publication of the Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc. (SCA, Inc), and 
does not delineate SCA policies.  Copyright © 2019 Society for Creative 
Anachronism, Inc. For information on reprinting photographs, articles,or art 
work from this publication, please contact the Chronicler,  who will assist you 
in contacting the original creator of the piece. Please respect the legal rights 
of our Contributors.
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